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The editorial staff of Southbound
is pleased to present a

COMPLETE REDESIGN
of the national award–winning
regional travel publication.

◆T
 he new Southbound spotlights more of our
fellow Southerners, from innkeepers and
chefs to docents and tour operators, and
showcases more travel writers. In short,
we’re presenting more voices along with
new perspectives.

Walt Disney World’s
iconic Cinderella Castle
decked in gold bunting
and featuring a 50th
anniversary crest

Kingdom
Come
W ALT D I S N E Y W O R LD TUR N S 5 0
A look back at the iconic park’s
most memorable moments—plus,
a glimpse of what’s to come

◆Y
 ou’ll see more culinary content, including
Well Served, a department dedicated food
coverage, from restaurants to bars to festivals.

W

◆W
 e also rethought the way we use
photography and illustration to tell
stories. Expect to see bigger and bolder
representations of those spots that make
our region so appealing.
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◆Y
 ou can trust in our continued commitment
to the in-depth, longform stories readers have
come to expect from us on topics ranging
from Apalachicola, Florida’s oyster industry to
the lunch ladies of Lafayette, Louisiana. We’ll
also keep offering up profiles of well-known
Southerners, like entertainment icon Dolly
Parton and Erin and Ben Napier of HGTV’s
Home Town fame.
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 T
he view from Libby Hill
Park, which inspired
Richmond's name

BACK TO THE FUTURE
in Richmond, Virginia

INSIDE THE CAPITAL OF
THE COMMONWEALTH,
THREE NEIGHBORHOODS
TAKE LONG LOOKS
BACK AND GIANT
STEPS FORWARD

BY LAR RY BLEIBER G

FRED MORTON/COURTESY OF SCENIC VIRGINIA

◆A
 nd were all of this not enough, we also
expanded our coverage area, welcoming four
more states: Arkansas, Kentucky, Virginia, and
West Virginia. These join Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Tennessee.

names of dummy companies like Retlaw (Walter
spelled backwards) and M.T. Lott (Empty Lot).
In October 1965, when the Orlando Sentinel
broke the story that it was Disney scooping up
all this property, prices skyrocketed to as high
as $80,000 an acre. Undaunted, Disney eventually amassed more than 27,000 acres of Central
Florida swampland.
Disney died December 15, 1966, at 65. His
older brother, Roy, took the lead in the park’s
construction, which began in April 1969. Two
and a half years later, on October 1, 1971, Walt
Disney World opened with the Magic Kingdom
Park, the Contemporary Resort, and the Polynesian Village Resort set along the shores of Seven
Seas Lagoon. In the 50 years since, Disney’s
vacation empire has continued to grow, breaking barriers and earning the loyalty of millions.
Here, we take a look back at some of Walt Disney
World’s defining moments.

A L L P H O T O S © D I S N E Y, U N L E S S O T H E R W I S E N O T E D ; M O U S E H E A D : B I G S T O C K

By Mary Jo DiLonardo

alt Disney opened his first theme
park in 1955 in Anaheim, California,
a small, rural town surrounded by
lemon and orange groves. As Disneyland flourished, it was soon boxed in by motels, fast-food
restaurants, and souvenir shops. Realizing he
hadn’t bought enough land, Disney found himself unable to expand.
He knew better as he set his sights on a second, more elaborate entertainment destination.
He scoured the country in search of the perfect
spot, a locale with great weather year round and
lots of affordable land. (He reportedly considered St. Louis, Niagara Falls, and New Orleans.)
The story goes that Disney settled on Orlando
when his plane flew over the growing city and he
saw its developing highway system, which would
one day be capable of handling visitors from
across the country. In the early ’60s, he began secretly purchasing land at $180 an acre under the
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n 1737, English planter William
Byrd II climbed a hill in central
Virginia and marveled at the scene
before him. The wide, blue-green
James River curved gently southwest into
thick woodlands, reminding him of a view
he had seen near London as a child, looking
out toward the royal village called Richmond upon Thames. He decided to form a
settlement in the area, naming it Richmond.
Today, Libby Hill Park in Richmond’s
Church Hill neighborhood is situated atop
that very hill. On mild evenings, it is alive
with dog walkers, yoga groups working
through poses, and the murmur of visitors
FaceTiming with friends from park benches.
At the park’s southern overlook, the panoramic views that captivated Byrd in 1737
remain much the same.
History is always close at hand in a colonial city—especially one that’s home to a
Thomas Jefferson–designed state capitol and
the graves of two other presidents (James
Monroe and John Tyler). Still, Richmond
works hard to not only showcase its legacy,
but also prove it is home to innovative offerings that appeal to modern visitors.
It is in Richmond’s neighborhoods that
one can best appreciate this balancing act.
Here, we explore three historic districts that
continue to break new ground.
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SOUTHBOUND’S ENGAGING,
INFORMATIVE DEPARTMENTS
OFFER READERS THE INSIDE
TRACK ON SOUTHERN TRAVEL.
My South
INTEL

Southern Exposure

THIS OLD HOUSE
Out on the Gulf waters under the night sky, it appears
to float—a mirage-like reminder of Old Florida. Erected
on pilings at the turn of the 20th century, this cabin in
Pine Island Sound—along with a handful of others near
Charlotte Harbor and Port Richey—served as a drop-off
point for commercial fishermen, who relied on skiffs,
manpower, and wind in the days before motorized boats.
Here they would unload their catch, reload supplies,
and take shelter from storms before heading back out.
By mid-century, the industry had modernized and cabins
were no longer crucial, so many were abandoned or
sold as recreational fish camps and weekend retreats.
(Johnny Cash and June Carter Cash famously spent time
at one owned by her parents.) Some were eventually
destroyed by hurricanes or fires, but several hardy
structures remain. Thanks to preservationists, most
are now protected as designated historic sites. Though
the public is not allowed inside, boaters and kayakers
may cruise around the longstanding relics, which offer
excellent photo ops.
BY JENNIFER GREEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN BRADY

ACTOR LESLIE JORDAN ON

SAVANNAH

ILLUSTRATION BY
COLLEEN O’HARA
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I rarely take vacations because I work so
much, but I learned a long time ago that a
lovely way to travel is on somebody else’s
dime—even if you have to act for the camera a little. I got this BBC TV series called
Living the Dream. We shot it over several
months in Savannah. I’m as Southern as
they come, and let me tell you: That is the
Southern town right there. You get a lot of
downtime when you do these big series because you’re not in every scene. I invented
what I called urban wandering. I would
get up in the morning and start wandering all around Savannah. It’s known for
its beautiful squares and architecture, and
I got to see it all. It’s also known for its
food. I personally like the Olde Pink House.
Even though I have a terrible shrimp and
crab allergy, I will eat and eat and eat, and
when my throat’s about to close, I’ll swal-

low a Benadryl. I’m not about to give up on
shrimp and grits! People say Charleston has
the best shrimp and grits, but I think Savannah wins. The people in Savannah are
just as Southern as they can be. If I meet
them and say, “My name is Leslie Jordan,”
they say, “Jordan? Now I had an aunt … is
Jordan your given name or your surname?
Who are your people? I knew some Jordans over in Sand Mountain.” It’s so genial.
Anyway, I like that I get to go to places like
Savannah and stay long periods of time. I
don’t know what I’d do if I could only get
to Savannah for a week. It became my city.
It became me. And I certainly never got
bored. AS TOLD TO ALLISON ENTREKIN
Emmy Award winner and Instagram sensation Jordan
is the author of How Y’all Doing? Misadventures and
Mischief from a Life Well Lived.
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Well Served | SPOTLIGHT
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A Cajun colloquialism, “T” in front of a name means petite or small. For
the T’Spoon cocktail at Spoonbill Watering Hole & Restaurant in
Lafayette, Louisiana, it may be a small, boozy nod to the restaurant’s
brashy-sweet vibe—but it sure has big taste. It showcases Buffalo
Trace bourbon, chamomile tea, Campari, and elderflower liqueur in
a delicious balancing act: The subtle notes of chamomile soften the
bite of the bourbon, and the bitterness of the Campari rounds out the
sweet liqueur. Served over a large ice cube with a twist of lemon, it’s
perfect for patio-sipping on beautiful fall days. Spoonbill, situated in
a 1930s Conoco gas station, is a modern diner serving Gulf seafood
dishes, burgers, wraps, and other “seriously casual” specials by chef
and partner Jeremy Conner. JENNIFER GREEN

Radar
Tracking the hottest trends and
reporting the biggest news in
Southern travel

S P O O N B I L L W A T E R I N G H O L E & R E S TA U R A N T

Southern Exposure
Presenting a fascinating Southern
location in a photo-intensive
treatment
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INSIDER

Brandon Chavannes,
executive chef at the
Sylvan Hotel, shares
three Buckhead faves
IBERIAN PIG
“I’m really stoked about
this restaurant’s Buckhead
location—it’s a really comfortable atmosphere. I love
the pork cheek with truffle
and egg.”

Insider
Sharing information from tourism
pros—docents and concierges,
outfitters and guides

BUCKHEAD VILLAGE
“It’s great people watching. Sometimes I get a little
cocktail at Le Bilboquet
and watch everyone
walking around doing their
thing. It’s an enjoyable way
to spend the afternoon.”

Buckhead’s Big Opening
Atlanta’s Buckhead neighborhood has plenty of luxury
hotels, but the newly opened Kimpton Sylvan Hotel stands out.
For one thing, it’s a stylish example of adaptive reuse in a landscape crowded with new construction. For another, it’s a hotel
where locals actually turn up. They come for the see-and-beseen restaurants, plus the rooftop bar—another Buckhead rarity.
Situated in the bones of a 1950s-era condominium, the
217-room hotel proves that fresh paint, a modern portico, and
retro-chic signage can utterly transform a building. Inside, the
decor showcases vintage furniture, leafy plants, and contemporary art. The midcentury-modern design scheme extends to
30
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IRBY’S TAVERN
“In terms of getting together with friends for drinks,
this cool little sports bar
has a great patio and an
eclectic group of people.”

the outdoor pool with its low-slung rattan furnishings and
sleek wood patio.
While the design is clever, it’s the hotel’s food and drinks
that have Buckhead talking. Willow Bar, a sprawling garden
lounge just off the lobby, offers patio beverages (sangria,
cucumber spritzes) and shareable plates (like a friedchicken picnic basket with all the fixings). The Betty, which
fittingly looks like a place Don and Betty Draper might have
dined, is a spot for icy martinis, $169 porterhouses, and
cigars on the patio. The ninth-floor rooftop bar, St. Julep, is
known for its panoramic views, weekend dance parties, and
playful cocktails named after Outkast songs (“Hey Ya!,” for
example, is a citrus daquiri). ALLISON ENTREKIN

C R I S M O L I N A / S Y LV A N H O T E L

Clockwise from top left: St. Julep
rooftop bar; Willow Bar’s cucumber
spritzer; lobby; guest room

Take Five
Offering our top picks in
categories from wineries and
gardens to ski towns
Closer Look
Taking an in-depth look at icons
of Southern culture, from favorite
dishes to legendary brands

INTEL

Checking In | SPOTLIGHT
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Well Served
Spotlighting celebrated restaurants,
bars, chefs, mixologists, dishes,
drinks, and food products
One City Three Ways
Exploring cities from the perspectives
of three would-be visitors
On the Road
Traveling the region’s storied trails
and fascinating itineraries
Walk This Way
Profiling popular neighborhoods
and districts along with must-see
points of interest
Weekend Getaway
Presenting our best bets for three
days of fun in a featured locale
Dispatch
Offering a first-person account of
a one-of-a-kind experience

Perfect Day
Following a local on their idea of
a perfect day in their town

Travelogue
Featuring a travel memory or a
story of a favorite locale penned by
a Southern author

Checking In
Showcasing new and noteworthy
resorts, inns, hotels, and B&B
establishments

My South
Sharing the favorite Southern
locales of well-known personalities,
from actors to athletes

The

Lunch
Ladies

Their primary
job is to serve the
most central of
daily meals: lunch.

of lafayette

MEET MADONNA BROUSSARD,
LORI JOHNSON WALLS,
AND LILLY MAE NORBERT,
THREE WOMEN DISHING UP A
TRUE TASTE OF CAJUN COUNTRY.

By ALLISON ENTREKIN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY HEATHER MCCLELLAND

They are early risers, okra choppers, roux
stirrers, crowd herders. They are keepers of
their family’s long-held recipes. They bear up
under pressure. They are survivors.
These women do what they do to make a living. But in the process, they’ve made something
greater: a food culture that has caught the
nation’s attention. “The plate lunch is high art,”
The Splendid Table’s Francis Lam wrote for
the Southern Foodways Alliance, which conducted a large-scale oral history project on the
culinary phenomenon.
Born in Acadiana (Louisiana’s historically
French region) in the sixties, a plate lunch is a
working person’s meal. Portions are large so as
to keep hunger at bay until nightfall. It typically
consists of a meat and several sides, including at
least one smothered item. It always includes
rice and gravy.
Lafayette is known as the capital of Acadiana,
as well as a “plate lunch paradise.” The city is
home to some forty-six restaurants serving plate
lunches—almost one per square mile.
That’s more than any other city, according to
Rien Fertel, an oral historian with the Southern Foodways Alliance’s “Lunch Houses of
Acadiana” project. Rice is readily available and
cheap in Lafayette, Fertel notes, so cooks can
make giant portions of rice-based dishes (such
as crawfish etouffee) and easily sell them for a
profit. “Many of the city’s plate-lunch houses
are run by Black women,” he says. “For many
years, these restaurants were one of the few
sustainable economic opportunities available to
them. And they remain the best Creole food you
can have in Lafayette.”
Here, we share the voices of three women
dishing up edible culture, one heaping lunch
plate at a time.
SPRING + SUMMER 2021 ® SOUTHBOUND
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Graduation Trip
New Orleans,
Louisiana

You’ve tossed your cap
in the air—now kick up
your heels in NOLA,
one of the South’s best
food towns, where the
uniquely bohemian
spirit invites every visitor to let loose. Order
plates of fried catfish
at Barrow’s or steaming dumplings at LUVI
(a 2020 James Beard
semifinalist), then dance
it off along Frenchmen Street, where the
sounds of blues and
bounce music spill
out open doors and
across the pavement.

Blackberry Farm,
Walland, Tennessee
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es, there are rocking chairs
at Blackberry Farm. But the
4,200-acre resort, tucked
into the foothills of the Great Smoky
Mountains, offers much more than
your grandmother’s idea of low-key
leisure (though you could do worse
than relaxing for an hour or two
amid the purple-wreathed peaks).
This opulent country hideaway is
also a true working farm—home to
an on-site creamery, bakery, brewery, and butchery—and one of the
world’s major destinations for dirtto-table fine dining. The resort’s lifechanging meals are included in the
room rate, and guests can also opt to
roll up their sleeves to prepare a dish
alongside one of the chefs or join
a sommelier for an extensive wine
tasting (there are 160,000 bottles
stashed in the wine cellar). Inside

an 1870s farmhouse, the Wellhouse
spa offers the best in mountain-chic
pampering, from the usual massages
and facials to guided meditation and
private dance instruction.
Blackberry Mountain, a larger
sister property located a few miles
away, is like an ultra-luxurious summer camp where you can sample
an array of potential retirement
hobbies. Fire at sporting clays, troll
the rivers for smallmouth bass and
trout, try your hand at wheel-thrown
pottery, or hone your off-roading
skills—from behind the wheel of a
Lexus GX, with your own personal
driving instructor. The Firetower
restaurant, set inside a glass-walled
1950s-era lookout tower, offers
unbeatable 360-degree views of the
mountains. Book a table at sunset to
toast your next chapter. 


Weekend Reset
Amelia Island,
Florida

BEALL + THOMAS PHOTOGRAPHY

Retirement
Celebration

Y

BEALL + THOMAS PHOTOGRAPHY (5); ZANE JERNIGAN

Fruits of
Your
Labor

“From the second you pull up the drive, the standard of service surpasses any
other place I’ve been. You can go and do absolutely nothing but get a massage,
go to the pool, and eat amazing food. But if you’re someone who likes a lot of
activity, there is so much to do, and the staff really caters to you and helps
make your visit so special. One of my favorite things is just walking through the
property—the scenery is stunning. You can chat up the gardener. You can spend
time with the truffle dogs. At the spa, you can sit in a beautiful recliner at the end
of your treatment and just look over the mountains for hours.”

This northernmost barrier island on Florida’s
Atlantic coast is where
Southerners come to
loaf in style. Hunt for
shark teeth at Fort
Clinch State Park, pedal
under a fragrant forest
canopy, or gallop along
the shoreline on horseback. Hop over to the
historic town of Fernandina Beach for a taste of
Old Florida—like a cup
of Pirate Punch at the
Palace Saloon, Florida’s
oldest bar.

SOUTHBOUND

55K

5K
copies sold on newsstands
around the Southeast in
major cities
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Align your brand message with our affluent and engaged audience

$2.16M

$300,400

58 %/42 %

Average
Household Income

Female/Male
Subscribers

Source: Gfk/MRI Atlanta magazine Subscriber Study;$100,000+HHI base,
Circulation Verification Council, Atlanta magazine Subscriber Study;The Media Audit
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Full page			$6,455
Two-thirds page		
$5,390
Half page			$4,430
Third page			$3,560
Quarter page**		
$2,185
Sixth page**		
$1,495

$5,485
$4,580
$3,765
$3,020
$1,860
$1,075

Premium Positions
Back cover			$8,750
Inside front cover		
$7,745
Inside back cover		
$7,745
Page 1			$7,640
Two-page spread		
$11,965

$7,435
$6,580
$6,580
$6,495
$10,170

AD SIZES

DEMOGRAPHICS

Average Net
Worth

FALL + WINTER 2022
Space Close - August 1, 2022
Materials Due - August 10, 2022

** Quarter and sixth page ads will be formatted 4 or 6 ads to a page

CIRCULATION
copies sent to Atlanta
magazine subscribers in
both April and October

SPRING + SUMMER 2022
Space Close - January 21, 2022
Materials Due - January 31, 2022

* All rates are net and include 4-color.
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